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RD “"t™: gon tg case, e article stated Mrs. OSWALD showed reporters 
5. 80 8B x 1o Slossy Photograph taken in front of the Texas School 4 

reporters, showed @ clock which had the time aS 12:40, it being ‘. 

i noted the President was shot at approximately 12:30. She ; f = 

' @laimed that the Photograph in her possession was new evidence: . . ‘ 

| aE Warranting the reopening of the case and depicted a man stand~- 3! 

xing in front of the Texas School Book: Depository, She was quoted i? 

ite Stating "] would ‘have to Say this maf in the white shirt ig * 
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“y LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that the Photograph was taken ten minutes ‘s3 pr 

-/ after the &@88assination," 
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m Bureau's attention is called to an interview with ‘ a 

. BILLY NOLAN LOVELADY on 2/29/64, contained in the report of 
* 

' SA ROBERT P, GEMBERLING dated 3/10/64, at Dallas, captioned "LEE ‘7 | 

W. 
UBA 

Texas Schoo] Book Depository immediately after the assassination, ' 

' nd that he Was wearing a red and white vertical Striped shirt 

and bluejeans at the time, _ 
. No further ad¢ibh beiad 'cakdn by Dallas and the aboy 
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